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BCR ENGINEERING FIRE SAFETY GENERAL
The purpose of this plan is to prevent loss of life, property, natural resources and to prevent
disruption of train operations as a result of fires caused by the work activities of BCR Properties
(BCR) track maintenance employees and operation of user railway equipment. This plan does
not apply inside buildings.
All track maintenance, engineering personnel and contractors must be familiar and comply
with the instructions contained in this plan. They must also be familiar and comply with
federal, provincial and local fire control regulations where they are working. Provincial or
local government regulations may require dedicated fire-fighting equipment, spark arrestors
on work equipment, permits or other restrictions in addition to what is required in these
instructions.
The BCR Supervisor of Track Maintenance must know the fire danger level and burn bans
for the Port Subdivision surrounding communities, Surrey B.C. and Delta B.C. This
information must be provided to maintenance staff who perform “hot work”. If a burn ban is in
effect, BCR Properties will not perform any controlled burning of property. Local fire danger
ratings will be monitored on the province of British Columbia official website and through
local fire departments.
Hot work is considered to be any work activity that produces sparks or open flame. This work
includes, but is not limited to, rail grinding, cutting or grinding with abrasive wheels, openflame rail heating, thermite welding, flash-butt welding, arc welding, Cadweld bonding and
using an oxy-fuel torch.
In all cases of uncontrolled fire or wildfire on or near the BCR Port Subdivision right of way, it
must immediately be reported to the BCR Rail Traffic Controller or BCR Supervisor of Yard
Operations.
SECTION 1 – JOB BRIEFINGS
A fire risk assessment must be performed before conducting any hot work. This fire risk
assessment will determine the specific restrictions that employees must follow. If conditions
change that would affect the fire risk assessment (such as a drop in humidity, an increase in
wind speeds, etc.), a new fire risk assessment must be completed, even if the hot work
location has not changed. Work groups engaged in a common task but spread out over a
large area may be required to complete a separate fire risk assessment dependent on the
surrounding work environment. The time of when the assessment was conducted must be
documented. Where a second employee is available, he/she must verify that the risk
assessment was properly completed.
The job briefing must be conducted to discuss the risk factors and fire preventive measures to
be taken in accordance with these instructions and the fire suppression methods to be utilized
in case of a fire. Job briefings must include a review of the Emergency Response Plan in
effect for the specific work location. The Emergency Response Plan must detail the method
of contacting local fire/emergency personnel, the BCR Rail Traffic Controller, BCR Supervisor
of Yard Operations and BCR Supervisor of Track Maintenance.
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SECTION 2 – FIRE RISK ASSESSMENT
A fire risk assessment must be completed before any hot work is performed. The assessment
will be noted in the employees’ job briefing book and comprised of all factors, each weighted
for its importance, in determining the risk of a wildfire:
• fire danger rating,
• time of day,
• distance to vegetation,
• wind speed,
• temperature,
• humidity and
• precipitation must all be reviewed.
If any of the risk factors in the fire risk assessment is unknown, it must be classified as “high”
fire danger rating.
All completed job briefing books, including the fire risk assessment must be handed in to the
BCR Supervisor of Track Maintenance once it is full. The job briefing book will be kept on file
for one year from when received.
The following factors will be assessed during the job briefing:
ELEVATION: As elevation increases so does the risk of fire. This is primarily due to the
differences in temperature and relative humidity, the effect of temperature and humidity
patterns on plant characteristics and the effect of wind dynamics associated with daily heating
and wildfire behavior on long slopes.
ANGLE OF SLOPE: Fires burn up a steep slope faster than on a gradual slope or down slope
because the flames are closer to the unburned vegetation ahead of it – heating and drying it
out before ignition. When a fire burns down slope, the flames are angled away from the
unburned vegetation.
DIRECTION OF SLOPE: South facing slopes are exposed to the sun earlier in the day and for
longer periods of time. West facing slopes are exposed later in the day, when temperatures are
normally higher and humidity is lower.
EMERGENCY ACCESS: If a fire gets out of our control, off-track access to the area for
emergency fire responders is critical.
FUEL TYPE: Surface vegetation, such as grasses, plants or brush, is normally the ignition
source for wildfires. Drift, debris or other flammable material under or near bridges must be
considered. Dry or dead vegetation on the right of way ignites easily and spreads quickly.
New leafing, wetland plants, freshness of cuttings, drought, frost and other factors can also
affect fuel characteristics.
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ADJACENT PROPERTY: The consequences of a fire particularly as it affects the safety of
people, their homes and forests – must be taken into account. The Foreman in charge of hot
work must also consider other areas that could pose a significant danger if a fire got out of
control. Example – smoke from a fire on a heavily traveled roadway could cause a significant
driving hazard under certain conditions.
FIRE DANGER RATING: To determine local fire danger ratings, the province of
British Columbia or Government of Canada official website must be checked.
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/safety/wildfire-status/wildfire-situation/fire-danger
https://cwfis.cfs.nrcan.gc.ca/maps/fw
If the fire danger rating for the work area cannot be determined locally, the Foreman in charge
of the hot work may call: Surrey Fire at 604-543-6700 or Delta Fire at 604-946-8541
to obtain this information.
TIME OF DAY: This is related to two other factors – temperature and humidity. To the extent of
when practical and safe to do so, it is usually better to perform hot work late at night or early in
the morning when temperatures are cooler and the humidity is higher.
DISTANCE TO VEGETATION: The closer combustible vegetation is to hot work, the greater
the chance of a fire. High winds can carry sparks from grinders or rail saws more than 50 feet
from work location.
WIND SPEED: Wind speeds in excess of 10 mph can carry sparks from hot work to
combustible vegetation along BCR right of way. High winds will also accelerate burn rate and
intensity of a fire.
TEMPERATURE: As ambient temperatures increase; the air will draw moisture away from the
vegetation (evaporation) and lower the temperature needed to ignite the vegetation.
RELATIVE HUMIDITY: Relative humidity is an indicator of the amount of moisture in the air
and directly affects the moisture content of the vegetation. The higher the humidity, the less
chance of a fire. When relative humidity is less than 25%, the chances of a fire increase
substantially.
PRECIPITATION: If there is ample moisture present, the danger of fire is reduced. Snow cover
or recent rains are examples.
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SECTION 3 – PREVENTIVE MEASURES
The preventive measures to be taken are determined by the fire risk assessment, completed
prior to the hot work. Fire prevention plans and corrective actions must correspond to the fire
risk assessment. The Foreman in charge of the hot work may determine that additional
measures must be taken during periods of extreme dryness or high winds. These additional
measures may include the use of a welding tent or shutting down the hot work.
Fire prevention guidelines for BCR Port Subdivision fire hazard ratings for hot work activities:
cutting, grinding, welding and open flame.
Hazard
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Low

Action Required
Have foam back packs on hand.
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Pre and post soak areas with foam. After three days at this level, you are required to maintain a fire watch
Moderate after work for two hours. These restrictions are in effect until after the fire danger class falls below Moderate
for two or more consecutive days.

4

Pre and post soak areas with foam and use shields to keep sparks on the right of way. Maintain a fire watch
after work for two hours. After three consecutive days at this level, cease activity between 1300 and sunset
local time each day, unless an exemption is received from local fire department. These restrictions are in
effect until after the fire danger falls to moderate for two consecutive days or falls below moderate.

5

High

Pre and post soak areas with foam, maintaining a fire watch after work for two hours. Use shields and
perform dedicated fire prevention and patrol. Cease activity between 1300 and sunset each day, and
Extreme maintain a fire watch after work for a minimum of 2 hours. After 3 consecutive days of extreme hazard
levels, cease activity all day, unless exemption received from local fire department. These restrictions are in
effect until the danger class falls below extreme for 3 or more consecutive days, or falls below high.
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SECTION 4 – FIRE SUPPRESSION
All BCR employees and contractors will respond to a fire without endangering their own
safety. If a fire gets out of control:
• the local fire/emergency personnel, Rail Traffic Controller (RTC) and/or Supervisor of
Yard Operations (SYO) must be advised.
• if started by maintenance personnel, it must be reported to the Supervisor of Track
Maintenance.
• evacuation of the area using the route detailed in the job briefing must take place.
• contact others in the immediate area to alert them to the fire danger.
Maintenance personnel involved in hot work must carry the required levels of water as
prescribed for fire suppression. Any water used for saturating vegetation prior to performing
hot work must be in addition to the minimum levels prescribed.
Maintenance crews must have the minimum number of filled portable pump or pressurized
sprayers as prescribed, which can be refilled from storage tanks. Storage tanks with water
hoses are not considered portable and do not take the place of the required filled portable
pump or pressurized sprayers. Pressurized sprayers must have an immediate source of
compressed air in order to recharge the sprayers.
When fire risk is low and the temperature is below freezing or the ground is snow-covered,
chemical fire extinguishers may be used in lieu of water for those operations prescribed in
the following sections:
• Switch Grinding
• Flash-Butt Welding
• Open Flame Rail Heating (repairing a pull-apart)
• Thermite Welding
• Arc Welding, Grinding, Cutting or Using a Torch
• Applying Cadweld Bonds
• Track Inspectors
A minimum of four 20 lbs. chemical fire extinguishers (or equivalent number of smaller
extinguishers) must be available for fire suppression for switch grinding.
A minimum of two 20 lbs. chemical fire extinguishers (or equivalent number of smaller
extinguishers) must be available for fire suppression for flash- butt welding, open-flame rail
heating to repair a pull- apart, thermite welding, arc welding, grinding, cutting or using a
torch.
A minimum of one 20 lb chemical fire extinguisher (or equivalent number of smaller
extinguishers) must be available for applying Cadweld bonds and inspecting track.
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To extinguish all rail tie and right of way brush fires, BCR employees and contractors are to
use the supplied firefighting resources and tools that accompanies all track equipment or
motor vehicles.
•

Extinguishing the fire with water or foam is the first course of action.

•

When near a source of water from a pressurized system, it is to be used to extinguish
all fires and wet the potential fuel in the immediate area.

•

Buckets or other containers to carry water from a ditch, river or ocean to the blaze if
the other firefighting equipment has been used or not available, can be used. If close,
a garden hose close enough to the fire can be used. Packages of bottled water can
be used for small fires.

•

The burn can be controlled by wetting the ground in front of the direction the fire might
be traveling. If the wind is blowing in a particular direction, the direction should be
determined to anticipate its motion and cut it off at the pass.

•

All shovels and Pulaski’s are to be used to create a "fire break" if no water is available.
They are to be used to dig a shallow trench around the perimeter of the blaze, or scrape
potential fuel away, exposing as much bare earth as possible. The area downwind of the
flames should be concentrated on since the wind will push the blaze in that direction.

•

If available, heavy equipment will be used to create a larger firebreak if the situation
warrants it. A front-end loader or other equipment can quickly establish a sizable fire
break.

•

The area is to be evacuated if the fire reaches an uncontrollable level. When fleeing a
fire scene, a path which can be traversed quickly and easily, away from the fire, must
be chosen.

•

When smoke and heat become intense, the individuals’ mouth should be covered with
a shirt, preferably wetting it first.

•

When a fire becomes uncontrollable the BCR Rail Traffic Controller (RTC) must be
notified by radio or telephone immediately. The report must include:
□ the location of the fire,
□ injuries to railway employees or public,
□ the size of the fire,
□ if dangerous goods are involved,
□ if any railway equipment is on fire,
□ actions taken to try and extinguish the fire,
□ if the area of the fire is accessible by roadway.

•

Stand-by for further questions from the BCR RTC and protect the fire scene if
possible. The local fire department for that area will immediately be dispatched to the
fire by the BCR RTC.
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SECTION 5 – PRODUCTION RAIL GRINDING
BCR employees and contractors operating or working with production rail grinders will be
governed by the following instructions.
When fire risk is low or moderate:
a) Grinders must be equipped with spark blankets.
b) Fire suppression systems on grinders will have the capability to inject Class A foam
into the water supply. Each grinder will carry a minimum of 500 feet of 1½” fire hose
along with hand tools for fire fighting. There should be adequate supply of hand tools
for every employee on site.
c) Grinding will cease when the grinder's water reserve falls below 5,000 gallons.
d) At least one railway employee or contractor supervisor must have received training in
firefighting. This trained supervisor must accompany the rail grinder at all times when
grinding rail.
e) BCR Supervisor of Track Maintenance will be responsible for notifying provincial and
local authorities of the grinding schedule prior to beginning work.
f) Grinding contractor must use thermal imaging equipment to ensure no danger of fire
exists on or along the right of way.
g) A hi-rail or off-track water truck having access to a bridge must follow the grinder
when the risk is moderate. To ensure an adequate water supply, a second hi-rail or
off-track fire fighting vehicle may be required to follow the grinding operation.
When fire risk is high to extreme:
All production grinding operations will be discontinued except as described below.
Many areas of the Port Sub, have sparse vegetation, drift, debris and/or other flammable
material, therefore, do not pose the same level of risk for vegetation fires as the rest of the
railway - even when the fire risk assessment is high.
The BCR Supervisor of Track Maintenance may authorize production rail grinding in these areas
when the fire risk assessment is high after consultation with the Rail Grinding Supervisor. This
consultation should include a fire risk assessment, a discussion of the right of way vegetation in
the areas to be ground and the weather forecast for the area (e.g. high winds).
When the fire danger is extreme, all production rail grinding will cease until the fire danger rating
has been lowered.
SECTION 6 – PRODUCTION SWITCH GRINDING
When fire risk is low or moderate:
a) Switch grinder must be equipped with spark blankets.
b) Fire suppression systems on grinders will have the capability to inject Class A foam
into the water supply. Each grinder will carry a minimum of 100 feet of 1½” fire hose
along with hand tools for firefighting. There should be adequate supply of hand tools
for every employee on site.
c) Grinding will cease when the grinder's water reserve falls below 1,000 gallons.
d) When temperature is below freezing or the ground is snow covered, switch grinder
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may carry four 20 lbs chemical fire extinguishers in lieu of water.
e) The BCR Supervisor of Track Maintenance will be responsible for notifying provincial
and local authorities of the grinding schedule prior to beginning work.
f) A hi-rail or off-track water truck having access to a bridge must follow the grinder when
the risk is moderate. To ensure an adequate water supply, a second hi-rail or off-track
fire fighting vehicle may be required to follow the grinding operation.
When fire risk is high to extreme:
All production switch grinding operations will be discontinued except as described below.
Many areas of the Port Sub have sparse vegetation, drift, debris, and/or other flammable
material; therefore, do not pose the same level of risk for vegetation fires as the rest of the
railway - even when the fire risk assessment is high.
The BCR Supervisor of Track Maintenance may authorize production rail grinding in these
territories when the fire risk assessment is high after consultation with the Rail Grinding
Supervisor. This consultation should include a fire risk assessment, a discussion of the right
of way vegetation in the areas to be ground and the weather forecast for the area
(e.g. high winds).
When the fire danger is extreme, all switch grinding will cease until the fire danger rating has
been lowered.
SECTION 7 – FLASH-BUTT WELDING
BCR employees or contractors involved with flash-butt welding (or any type of electric flash
welding) are governed by the following instructions. Operations must cease when water
reserve falls below the minimum requirement.
When fire risk is low:
a) Flash-butt welding trucks must have a minimum of 10 gallons of water and at least 2
filled portable pump or pressurized sprayers. They must also carry three round-nose
shovels.
b) Spark shields must be used for all hot work.
c) Flash-butt welding head must have spark blankets in place, properly functioning and
maintained to within 1” of the ground to prevent sparks from exiting the welding head.
If spark blankets are not fully in place or functioning properly, welding operations will
cease.
When fire risk is moderate:
a) Flash-butt welding truck must have a minimum of 10 gallons of water and at least 2 filled
portable pump or pressurized sprayers. They must also carry three round-nose
shovels.
b) Spark shields must be used for all hot work. Flash-butt welding head must have spark
blankets in place, properly functioning and maintained to within 1” of the ground to
prevent sparks from exiting the welding head. If spark blankets are not fully in place or
functioning properly, welding operations will cease.
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c) All combustible vegetation within 35 feet of any hot work must be cleared or saturated
with water.
d) One person must be assigned as a Fire Watcher. The Fire Watcher will not be
assigned other duties during the hot work and will be equipped with and have within
reach at least 5 gallons of water and a round-nose shovel.
When fire risk is high to extreme:
Flash-butt welding operations must be authorized by the BCR Supervisor of Track Maintenance.
a) Flash-butt welding trucks must have a minimum of 10 gallons of water and at least 2
filled portable pump or pressurized sprayers. They must also carry three round-nose
shovels.
b) Spark shields must be used for all hot work.
c) Flash-butt welding head must have spark blankets in place, properly functioning and
maintained to within 1” of the ground to prevent sparks from exiting the welding head.
If spark blankets are not fully in place or functioning properly, welding operations will
cease.
d) All combustible vegetation within 35 feet of any hot work must be cleared or saturated
with water.
e) One person on each side of the track must be assigned as a Fire Watcher. Fire
Watchers will not be assigned other duties during the hot work and will be equipped
with and have within reach at least 5 gallons of water and a round- nose shovel.
f) One person must remain at the job site for at least 2 hours after the hot work is
completed to watch for signs of smoke or fire. This person must have at least 5
gallons of water, a round-nose shovel and communications capable of calling for help.
SECTION 8 – OPEN-FLAME RAIL HEATING
BCR employees and contractors are governed by the following instructions when operating
an open flame rail heater. Section and welding gangs using FireSnake or similar material to
close a pull-apart by heating the rail are also governed by this instruction. Operation must
cease when the water reserve falls below the minimum requirement.
When fire risk is low or moderate:
a) Each maintenance crew must have a minimum of 200 gallons of water and at least 4
filled portable pump or pressurized sprayers. One water tank will be positioned directly
behind the rail heater to douse all ties with water. A second water tank may need to be
positioned at the rear of crew to ensure that any smoldering ties are again doused. They
must also carry enough round nose shovels for every person involved in the work.
b) Maintenance and welding crews repairing a pull-apart by heating the rail must have a
minimum of 10 gallons of water and at least 2 filled portable pump or pressurized
sprayers and enough round-nose shovels for every person involved in the work. The rail
seat area of all ties affected must be doused with water before leaving the work site.
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When the risk is high to extreme:
The BCR Supervisor of Track Maintenance must authorize any open-flame rail heating
operations.
a) Each maintenance crew must have a minimum of 200 gallons of water and at least 4
filled portable pump or pressurized sprayers. One water tank will be positioned
directly behind the rail heater to douse all ties with water. A second water tank may
be required to be positioned at the rear of the crew to ensure that any smoldering ties
are again doused. They must also carry at least 10 round-nose shovels.
b) Maintenance and welding crews repairing a pull-apart by heating the rail must have a
minimum of 10 gallons of water and at least 2 filled portable pump or pressurized
sprayers and enough round-nose shovels for every person involved in the work. The
rail seat area of all ties affected must be doused with water before leaving the work
site.
c) One person must remain at the job site for at least 2 hours after the hot work is
completed to watch for signs of smoke or fire. This person must have at least 5
gallons of water, a round-nose shovel and communications capable of calling for help.
SECTION 9 – THERMITE WELDING
BCR employees or contractors involved in thermite welding operations are governed by the
following instructions. Thermite welding operations include: cutting rail, pre-heating, pouring
the weld, shearing and grinding.
Care must be taken to avoid injury and fire when removing weld molds, slag pan and risers
during take-down. Disposal of slag and molds from thermite welding in an approved waste
container or bury in a dry hole and hauling out the mold boxes instead of burning them to
prevent a fire must be completed. Operation must cease when the water reserve falls below
the minimum requirement.
When fire risk is low:
The following personnel must have the minimum amounts of water listed below and enough
round-nose shovels for every person involved in the work.
Track welders and grinders – 10 gallons of water and at least 2 filled portable pump or
pressurized sprayers
Maintenance crews – 10 gallons of water and at least 1 filled portable pump or
pressurized sprayer
Spark shields must be used.

i.
ii.
iii.

When fire risk is moderate:
The following personnel must have the minimum amounts of water listed below and enough
round-nose shovels for every person involved in the work.
i.
ii.

Track welders and grinders – 10 gallons of water and at least 2 filled portable pump
or pressurized sprayers
Maintenance crews – 10 gallons of water and at least 1 filled portable pump or
pressurized sprayer
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iii.
iv.
v.

Spark shields must be used.
All combustible vegetation within 35 feet of any hot work must be cleared or
saturated with water unless a welding tent is used.
One person must be assigned as a Fire Watcher. The Fire Watcher will not be
assigned other duties during the hot work and will be equipped with and have
within reach at least 5 gallons of water and a round-nose shovel.

When fire risk is high to extreme:
The BCR Supervisor of Track Maintenance must authorize all thermite welding operations.
The following personnel must have the minimum amounts of water listed below and enough
round-nose shovels for every person involved in the work.
i.
Track welders and grinders – 10 gallons of water and at least 2 filled portable pump or
pressurized sprayers
ii.
Maintenance crews – 10 gallons of water and at least 1 filled portable pump or
pressurized sprayer
iii.
Spark shields must be used.
iv.
A welding tent must be used.
v.
One person must be assigned as a Fire Watcher. The Fire Watcher will not be
assigned other duties during the hot work and will be equipped with and have within
reach at least 5 gallons of water and a round-nose shovel.
vi.
One person must remain at the job site for at least 2 hours after the hot work is
completed to watch for signs of smoke or fire. This person must have at least 5
gallons of water, a round-nose shovel and communications capable of calling for help.
SECTION 10 – ARC WELDING, GRINDING, CUTTING OR USING A TORCH
BCR employees or contractors involved in arc welding, grinding or cutting, including use of an
abrasive rail saw, oxy-fuel torch or carbon arc cutting torch are governed by the following
instructions. Operation must cease when the water reserve falls below the minimum requirement.
When fire risk is low:
The following personnel must have the minimum amounts of water listed below and enough
round-nose shovels for every person involved in the work.
i.
Track welders and grinders – 10 gallons of water and at least 2 filled portable pump or
pressurized sprayers.
ii.
Maintenance crews – 10 gallons of water and at least 1 filled portable pump or
pressurized sprayer.
iii.
Work equipment mechanics – 5 gallons of water and at least 1 filled portable pump or
pressurized sprayer.
iv.
Welders working over timber structures or flammable vegetation 20 gallons of water
and at least 2 filled portable pump or pressurized sprayers.
v.
Brush cutter operators – 20 gallons of water and at least 1 filled portable pump or
pressurized sprayer.
vi.
Rail Saw – 10 gallons of water and at least 2 filled portable pump or pressurized
sprayers.
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vii.

A spark shield must be used when sparks will not be confined to the ballast section
and when working over or near timber bridges or structures. Spark shields are not
required where their use is not physically possible or effective, such as welding
overhead or cutting in confined areas. In such cases, saturate the surrounding
combustible materials with water.

When fire risk is moderate:
The following personnel must have the minimum amounts of water listed below and enough
round-nose shovels for every person involved in the work.
i.
Track welders and grinders – 10 gallons of water and at least 2 filled portable pump or
pressurized sprayers.
ii.
Maintenance crews – 10 gallons of water and at least 1 filled portable pump or
pressurized sprayer.
iii.
Work equipment mechanics – 5 gallons of water and at least 1 filled portable pump or
pressurized sprayer.
iv.
Welders working over timber structures or flammable vegetation 20 gallons of water
and at least 2 filled portable pump or pressurized sprayers.
v.
Brush cutter operators – 20 gallons of water and at least 1 filled portable pump or
pressurized sprayer.
vi.
Rail Saw – 10 gallons of water and at least 2 filled portable pump or pressurized
sprayers.
vii.
Spark shields must be used except in those cases where their use is not physically
possible or effective, such as welding overhead or cutting in confined areas. In such
cases, saturate the surrounding combustible materials with water.
viii.
All combustible vegetation within 35 feet of any hot work must be cleared or saturated
with water unless a welding tent is used. A welding tent will not be used for cutting,
grinding or welding on track components containing more than 2% manganese.
ix.
One person must be assigned as a Fire Watcher. The Fire Watcher will not be
assigned other duties during the hot work and will be equipped with and have within
reach at least 5 gallons of water and a round-nose shovel.
When fire risk is high to extreme:
The BCR Supervisor of Track Maintenance must authorize any cutting, welding or grinding
operations.
The following personnel must have the minimum amounts of water listed below and enough
round-nose shovels for every person involved in the work.
i.
Track welders and grinders – 10 gallons of water and at least 2 filled portable pump
or pressurized sprayers
ii.
Maintenance crews – 10 gallons of water and at least 1 filled portable pump or
pressurized sprayer.
iii.
Work equipment mechanics – 5 gallons of water and at least 1 filled portable pump
or pressurized sprayer.
iv. Welders working over timber bridges or flammable vegetation – 20 gallons of water
and at least 2 filled portable pump or pressurized sprayers.
v.
Brush cutter operators – 20 gallons of water and at least 1 filled portable pump or
pressurized sprayer.
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vi.
vii.

viii.

ix.

x.

Rail Saw – 10 gallons of water and at least 2 filled portable pump or pressurized
sprayers.
Spark shields must be used except in those cases where their use is not physically
possible or effective, such as welding overhead or cutting in confined areas. In
such cases, saturate the surrounding combustible materials with water.
A welding tent must be used. If welding tent cannot be used due to physical
limitations, all combustible vegetation within 35 feet of any hot work must be
cleared or saturated with water. A welding tent must not be used for cutting,
grinding or welding on track components containing more than 2% manganese. A
welding tent is not required for cutting scrap or second-hand rail out of the track;
saturate the vegetation thoroughly and utilize spark guards to prevent a fire.
One person must be assigned as a Fire Watcher. The Fire Watcher will not be
assigned other duties during the hot work and will be equipped with and have
within reach at least 5 gallons of water and a round-nose shovel.
One person must remain at the job site for at least 2 hours after the hot work is
completed watch for signs of smoke or fire. This person must have at least 5
gallons of water, a round-nose shovel and communications capable of calling for
help.

SECTION 11 – APPLYING CADWELD BONDS
Communications and Signals employees applying Cadweld bonds (this process consists of
grinding and bonding) must carry 5 gallons of water and at least 1 filled portable pump or
pressurized sprayer and enough round-nose shovels for every person involved in the work.
When fire risk is high to extreme,
Cadweld bonding must be authorized by the BCR Supervisor of Track Maintenance. If
authorized, spark shield(s) must be used to protect both the grinding and bonding operations.
SECTION 12 – OTHER WORK ACTIVITIES
BCR employees or contractors must take all precautions necessary to prevent fires from
other work activities not specifically mentioned in these instructions. In addition, they must:
a) Use caution when parking a vehicle so that heat from the exhaust system does not
ignite vegetation.
b) Fuel equipment away from any sources of heat and at least 10 feet from any
combustible vegetation. Engine must be stopped while refueling. Portable equipment
must be restarted away from the fueling site.
c) Conduct thorough roll-by inspections of trains, watching closely for exhaust sparks
from the locomotives, smoke or sparks from brake shoes and hot bearings.
d) Properly dispose of all materials generated as waste from the hot work.
e) Controlled burning of vegetation on the right of way is prohibited except as specifically
authorized by the BCR Supervisor of Track Maintenance. If authorized, all required
permits must be obtained in advance of the work.
f) Smoking is prohibited on all company property including the right of way.
When using a welding tent, follow these safety precautions:
a) Use care not to create tripping hazards from tools or materials in or near the welding
tent. Housekeeping around the work site is critical to preventing slips, trips and falls.
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b) In hot weather, personnel should minimize their time inside the tent and remove the tent
when not required in order to prevent heat stress.
c) In windy conditions, use welding tent as long as it can be maintained in position and
function as intended by securing the tent to the rail using the tie-down clamps. In high
fire risk, if tent cannot be maintained in place due to high winds, work must be
suspended.
d) When cutting rail inside the tent with a torch or an abrasive rail saw, a respirator must
be worn. In addition, a welding/track fan may be used to disperse the dust or fumes.
e) When cutting or grinding inside the tent, use spark shields to prevent damage to the tent.
f) To allow better air flow and permit easier egress from the tent, it is permissible to leave
a flap open if sparks can be completely contained within the tent.
g) A welding tent will not be used for cutting, grinding or welding on track components
containing more than 2% manganese.
A person performing the duties of on-track safety will not serve as a Fire Watcher when one
is required. In some cases, additional employees will be required to perform all necessary
tasks.
SECTION 13 – TRACK INSPECTORS
Track Inspectors must keep a lookout for right of way fires during the course of their normal
inspections. The Track Inspector must carry a minimum of 5 gallons of water with a pump or
pressurized sprayer and one round-nose shovel. When temperatures are below freezing,
chemical fire extinguishers may be carried in lieu of water.
SECTION 14 – FIRE SUPPRESSION EQUIPMENT INSPECTION
All BCR fire suppression equipment will be inspected on a yearly basis to ensure the
equipment is in good working order. Records of the inspections performed will be kept with
the BCR Supervisor of Track Maintenance. The inspections will include the date of
inspection and the name of the person who conducted the inspection.
SECTION 15 – FIRE SUPPRESSION TRAINING
All BCR employees who conduct high-risk hot work or supervise contractors who conduct
high-risk hot work will receive awareness training on the prevention and control of fires.
The BCR Supervisor of Track Maintenance will keep a record of all employees who receive
fire suppression training. The record will include:
• the employee’s name;
• the date of the training;
• and the training provider’s name.
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BCR TRAIN OPERATIONS FIRE SAFETY GENERAL
The risk of fires along railway right of way increases during “dry” seasons (such as spring and
summer droughts). A fire on or near the BCR right of way can cause significant property
damage, threaten communities and cause injuries or even death, so fire prevention is vital.
All Port Subdivision (Sub) user railways are governed by their own railway fire prevention
protocols, Railway Extreme Heat and Fire Risk Mitigation Rules and train handling special
instructions during extreme conditions. All user-railway employees must review their
instructions to heighten their awareness to conditions which may be conducive to generating
fires on or near the right of way and to ensure full compliance with those operating instructions.
SECTION A – TRAIN INSPECTIONS
All railway employees must be alert to detect any evidence of excessive spark emission from
locomotives, rail cars or track units. When able, all railway employees must observe trains
closely and if anything unusual or defective is noted, such as
• hot bearing,
• sticking brakes,
• dragging brake rigging,
• sliding wheels,
• indications of fire,
• shifted lading,
• protruding objects,
• swinging car door or
• any dangerous condition,
the employee(s) must make every effort to bring it to the attention of the crew on the train. If
the train is moving, a stop signal must be given by hand or radio.
Fires on or near the territory under the BCR Rail Traffic Controller (RTC) control, will
immediately be reported by train crews, maintenance of way staff and contractors to the BCR
RTC. The BCR RTC will then immediately contact the appropriate municipal first responders
and stop all rail traffic under BCR’s control.
Fires on or near the right of way within BCR Roberts Bank Yard will immediately be reported
by train crews, maintenance of way staff and contractors to the BCR Supervisor of Yard
Operations (SYO).
SECTION B – TRACK SPEED
When the ambient air temperature is 30 degrees Celsius or higher along the Port Subdivision main
track, track speed from Begin/End Sign CTC Gulf to Mile 0.0 Pratt, will be reduced from 35 MPH to
25 MPH. The speed restriction will be in effect until the ambient air temperature drops below 30
degrees Celsius.
If a train crew is unsure of the current ambient air temperature, the BCR RTC will advise the crew
of the current temperature along the Port Subdivision, so the crew can operate accordingly.
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SECTION C – LOCOMOTIVE INSPECTIONS
Port Subdivision User Railways shall ensure their locomotives entire exhaust system is
inspected and cleaned by a qualified person at the required intervals stated in the Railway
Extreme Heat and Fire Risk Mitigation Rules.
Exhaust passages will be cleared of combustible material, including oil accumulation and
carbonaceous deposits at the following intervals:
• Root blower locomotives – not to exceed 30 days.
• Turbocharged engines equipped with mechanical fuel injection – not to exceed 92 days.
• Turbocharged engines equipped with electronic fuel injection – not to exceed 184 days.
SECTION D – BCR CONTACT NUMBERS
BCR EMERGENCY NUMBER
BCR Yard Limits – Supervisor Yard Operations (SYO)
BCR Main Track – Rail Traffic Controller (RTC)

604-940-0625
604-946-9414 or 604-940-2776
604-940-2847 or BCR Radio Channel 1
(AAR 3939) *0#,

SECTION E – FIRST RESPONDER CONTACT NUMBERS
Emergency and Non-emergency First Responder Contact Numbers
Municipality and
Emergency Contact Number
Non-Emergency Contact Number
Service
Police
(604) 215-5004 or 911
(604) 215-5004 or (604) 946-4411
Delta
Fire
(604) 215-5403 or 911
(604) 215-5403
Police
(604) 599-0502 or 911
(604) 599-0502
Surrey
Fire
(604) 543-6700 or 911
(604) 543-6700
Police
(604) 532-3200 or 911
(604) 532-3200
Langley
Fire
(604) 543-6700 or 911
(604) 543-6700
BC Ambulance
(604) 872-5151 or 911
(604) 872-5151 press #1
B.C. Provincial Emergency Program
1-800-663-3456

SECTION F – FIRST RESPONDER MUNICIPAL BOUNDARIES
The corresponding fire service will be contacted when a wildfire has been reported on the
Roberts Bank Rail Corridor in the following areas:
Delta Fire – Mile 7.8 to Mile 22.4 BCR Port Subdivision
Surrey Fire – Mile 0.0 to Mile 7.8 BCR Port Subdivision
Surrey Fire – Mile 130.8 to Mile 131.5 BNSF New Westminster Subdivision
Surrey Fire – Mile 24.0 Page Subdivision to Mile 21.68 CP Page Subdivision
Langley Fire – Mile 2.1 CN Rawlison Subdivision to Mile 21.68 CP Page Subdivision
SECTION G – RAILWAY EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBERS
The appropriate railway will be contacted when there is a report of a wildfire on their property:
BCR Port Subdivision – 604-940-0625
CP Page Subdivision – 1-800-795-7851
CN Rawlison Subdivision – 1-800-668-6222
BNSF New Westminster Subdivision – 1-800-832-5452
SRY Fraser Valley Subdivision – 604-521-4821
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SECTION H – WILDFIRE REPORTING
When making a report of a wildfire to first responders the BCR RTC will include the following
information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the location of the wildfire,
injuries to railway employees or the public,
the size of the wildfire,
if the area of the wildfire is accessible by roadway,
if dangerous goods are involved,
if any railway equipment is on fire,
if train traffic has been stopped,
if any road crossings at grade are blocked by a stopped train,
actions taken to try and extinguish the wildfire,
the name of the reporting employee.

When fire first responders are attempting to extinguish or control a fire on or near the right of
way, BCR will at the request of first responders, provide them with reasonable assistance.
Depending on the circumstances, assistance may include transportation to the fire.
The BCR RTC and SYO will also advise the following of a wildfire on the territory under their
control:
• will call and advise BCR Management.
• will call the user railway local field operations managers and give details of fire.
• will call the railways head office and advise them of the situation.
• will advise Roberts Bank terminals, Global Container Terminals and Westshore.
• will report incident to Technical Safety BC by phone.
• will keep a detailed time line of the incident, including who was contacted using the
following BCR Accident/Incident Worksheet and detailing the fire in the SPSO Shift Log.
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SECTION I – PLAN COMMUNICATION
This plan will be reviewed annually and updated as required, prior to fire season, April 1 to
October 31.
All BCR maintenance and operations employees will be advised of any changes to this plan
through electronic communication. A record stating the date of issuance, form of
communication, departments it was communicated to and revisions made will be stored
electronically by BCR Management.
BCR Management will send this plan electronically to the City of Delta Fire Services, City of
Surrey Fire Services and Tsawwassen First Nations to have on file and for comment whenever
revisions are made. This plan will also be posted on the BCR website: www.bcrco.com for
comment consideration. Comments and further engagement of this plan can be made to:
Chris Bevilacqua – General Manager Port Subdivision
bevilacquac@bcrp.ca or 604-940-5543
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BCR PORT SUBDIVISION MAIN TRACK MAP
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BCR ROBERTS BANK YARD MAP
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HOW TO USE A FIRE EXTINGUISHER
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